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Abstract

U.\RS tracer data and iscntropic transport calculations using UKitiO ~vinds initialized
with these data show evidence of eastward-traveling waves in the polar upper
I

stratosphere in late austral winter 1992. MI,S 1120 from prototype iterat i~’e retrievals
shows a 4-day wave signal at levels from WI .5- 0.1 hPa; a 4-day wave signal was not
obvious in production retrievals of NILS 1120.

At

1800 K, the 4-clay wave in MIS

H20

has a double-peaked structure in latitude, which is reproduced in isentropic transport
calculations. The time evolution, amplitude and phase of the 4-day wave il[ the
transport calculations agree well with otmrvations at high-latitudes; the position and
shape of the polar vortex and of H20 drawn up around the vortex are reproduced by
the transport calculations. Spectral analysis of C1.AES CH1 shows a 4-day wave
signature between W4 and 1,5 hPa, with slower easti~’arcl-ltlo~’irlg w’ave features (periods
near 6-10 days) below W2 hPa. Transport calculations initialized with CH4 show similar
eastwarcl-traveling signals, good agreement with the phase of the obervecl signals, and
overall agreement with the observed position of the vortex. The success of the transport
calculations in qualitatively re])roducing the phase and time evolution of hi.gh-latitucle
eastward-traveling waves in the polar upper stratosphere indicates that the willds used
for the transport calculations are generally reliable, and that the eastward-traveling
waves identified in the h4LS H20 and CLAES C114 originate to a large extent from
horizontal transport processes. Ikanlinatioll of the vertical structure of potential
vorticity shows periods when at the highest levels studied (around 1800 K), the 4-day
~vave is responsible for the nlain motion of ttlc vortex, while at low$r levels (at atld
below N1400 K) the vortex nlotioll is characterized by a slower eastward progression)
and the 4-day wave signal contributes to rnotio]]s that arc con flllcd inside thr vortex.

,
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1. Introduction
hflany observational and theoretical studies have focused on the 4-day eastward
nloving wave in the polar winter upper stratos~)hcre and mesosphcm. Allen et al. (1997)
, give a review of such studies; the 4-clay wave is characterized by waves of zonal
wavenumbcr 1 through at least 4, moving with the salnc phase speed, such that the
wave 1 pcriocl is near 4 days. The 4-clay wave is observed in both henlisphcres, although
it is stronger in the southern hemisphere (e. g., Vcnne and Stanford 1982). l’heoret ical
studies (Manney and Randel 1993 and references therein) show that the observed
characteristics of the 4-day wave are consistent with it originating through instability
of the polar night jet in the up~wr stratosphere and lower mesosphere; many observed
episodes of 4-day wave growth are consistent with primarily barotropic instability (e.g.,
little vertical phase tilt, poleward momentum flux), although some show evidence of the
importance of both barotropic ancl baroclinic effects (e. g., equatorward momentum and
heat flux, phase tilt with height) (e.g., h4anney 1991; Randcl and Lait 1991; Allen et
al. 1997; and references t]lerein).
Bowman and CheIl (1994) and Orsolini and Simon (1!3!35) studiecl the non-linear
evolution of barotropically unstable modes including the 4-day \vave and transport
associated with these using idealized models. ~~owman and CheIl (1994) found that
umtable modes poleward of the polar night jet ])roduced weak mixing that was entirely
confined to the vortex. Orsolilli and Simon (1995) foulld extensive lnixing ~vitllill the
vortex during wave growth, and mixing bettvcell tllc vortm and its cxlgc durillg tvave
decay.
Allen et al. (1997) presented cvidellcc of the 4-day wave in temperature, geopotcntial
height and ozone data from tile [Jppcr Atmosphere Rmmrch %tcllite (UARS) Micro\vavc
I,ilnb Sounder (MLS) in the 1 9 9 2 and 1993 Iatc southctll ]lclnis~)hcre (SH) ~vinters, ill
tile u])lx~r stratosl)hcrc ancl lower Illesos[)llere. otllcr (!~lStl\rilI(l Illoving wave features
lMVC also lXXVI idcl]t ifiml ill NIIJS telnlmat (INI a[l(l ozone data ill tllc 19!)2 Iatc S11 tvillter
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irl the upper stratosphere (Fishbeiu ct al. 1993) and Lahoz et al. (l!XW) manlined the
evolution of the middle-stratospheric polar vortex during this period.
III the SH late Ivinter of 1992, several other fields are available from UARS
instruments, in particular water vapor (H20) from hlLS and methane (CH.l) from the
Cryogen Limb Array Etalon Spectrometer (CLAES). At levels belo~v NW km, the
chemical lifetimes of both 1120 ancl C114 are months to years (e. g., Brasseur and Solomon
1986), so their evolution on time-scales of days and weeks should be controlled primarily
by transport. In the following we examine these fields for evidence of eastwarcl-traveling
waves, in particular, the 4-day wave. We use hflLS H2 0, CLAW CH4 and idealized
tracers to initialize iscmtropic transport calculations, allowing qualitative comparison of
the calculated wave signatures due to horizontal transport ]mocesses with the observed
4-day wave signatures.

2. Data and Analysis
‘~’hc! h4LS Version 31120 data and va]idatic)n arc! d~S~libOd by

IJaho~et

a]. (1 gg(ib).

Both these and the Version 4 production retrievals of 11 20 showecl puzzling behavior in
the polar middle and upper stratosphere during winter periods including the late winter
1992 pcriocl that we are intcmstecl in here (e.g., hflanney et al. 1995); this behavior
a])pcareci inconsistent with the expectation that the evolution of H 20 in the midclle
aud upper stratosphere is driven primarily by transport. The production retrievals of
M1, S H20 have several other known flaws, solnc due to tile fact that the production
retrieval is not iterative, some Lccause of ])roblem associated ~vith the modeling of
the instrulllent and atmosphere, and some because the production retrieval uses a
coarse vertical grid. Recently, a prototype itmative retrieval has been developed at
tl]e University of Edinburgh’s Departlnellt of Nletcorology. l’his retrieval a])])lies the
o])timal estinlation equation once and tllcn re-lill(’arizcs about the result before al)~)lyillg
it agaili; tllc process is rc]watwi until a coll~’ergr[l(:e ~’riterioll is [[lot. ‘1’llc iterative

retrievals are described ill more detail by Punlplirry (1997). The retrieved ]Jrofiles are
on the standard pressure grid for UARS 1.3 film, which is twice as fine as the grid used
for MLS Version 3 and 4 retrievals. The vertical resolution of which the instrument is
, capable is better in the middle stratosphere than the W5 km iMLS Version 4 gricl, but
not quite as good as the 2.5 km of the L3 grid; above WI mh the vertical resolution is
rather worse, on the order of 6 or 7 km. Examination of the overall time evolution of
H 20 retrieved this way for 14 Aug through 19 Sep 1992 shows behavior which appears
more consistent with transport processes than the earlier retrievals. It is these H20
data that we focus on here. Single profile precision for these data is estimated to be
NO.15- 0.35 ppmv h!twreen 10 and 0.1 hI}a, with accuracy of wO.7 to 0.9 ppmv.
We have also examined CI,AES Version 7 CIId data, described by Roche et
al. (1996); these have random errors of NO.05-O.08 ppmv, and a systematic error of
N1 5%, with CI,AES biased high with respect to correlative data. Version 8 CLAES
CHq data are also available, but exhibit larger biases than Version 7 CHd data, resulting
from known problems in the Version 8 retrieval algorithm. Analyses like those shown
here using Version 8 CIiL data shotv very similar results.
[JARS data are irlterpolated to isentropic surfaces using temperatures from the
UK Meteorological Office (UKMO) troposphere-stratospbcrc data assimilation system
(Swinbank and O’Neill 1994), for comparison ~vitll iscwtropic trans~~ort calculations.
Those spectral analyses that are being compared with transport calculations are
performed using these iuter])olated fields. Once daily gridded }120 anti CII.l d a t a
lvere obtainecl using a Fourier analysis procwlure which scparatm longitude and tilne
variations (Elson and 11’roidevaux 1993). An additional colt~plication ill the spectral
analysis of CH4 is that CLAES data iu the regioll of illtercst arc missing for many orbits
on 2 days (27 Aug and 1 Se])) (luring the perio(i of stu(ly. Tile .grid(ling procedure
dcscrilwd above interpolates over Itlissillg {Iiitit to [)rodll(w coltlj)letc gri(l{le{l fields on
cacil (lay. However, wc have less (Corlfi(lellc(! ill t,llc (letails of’ tl]o fields 011 th(wc days
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when the majority of the data were missing, especially since ra])id changes in the flow
are occurring during the time period being stu{iieci.
The spectral analysis prcsenteci here uses the same metho(is ciescrihcxi by
, Manney (1991), who followed the methods described in more cietaii by Venne ancl
Stanford (1982). For comparison with the transport calculations, we ate using 24-[iay
time series; for these shorter time series, Ive use an 8-clay spectral willdo\v. As in
Mauney (1991), we present plots of the ratio of eastwarci-moviug variance to noise
variance (ES/N), large values of which indicate that the wave feature could be cletecteci
in the presence of noise. Since we are primarily interested in the 4-day wave (part
of a quasi-nondispersive feature, only the wave 1 component of which can be reliably
detected in once daily data), ancl since wavcmumber 1 features are ciolnillant in the
lniddle and upper stratosphere at this time (e. g., Fishbeiu et ai. 1993), we focus here
on wave 1. Figure 1 shows the ES/N at 1800 K(*l - 1.5 hPa) for analyses of UKhf10
temperatures and Version 4 MIS ozone. Although displayed differently, these results
arc iJI good agrecnucnt with those frc)m h41, S teln~Jeratures and version 3 h41, S ozone
shown by Aliw] et al. (1997). Filtering is clone in the frecluel]cy domain, as described by
hlauney (1991). Com~)arison of t,inle-iollgituc]e (I Iovn1611er) plots of the 4-day wave in
UKh40 temperatures shows excwllcnt agreement in 4-day wave am~)litucie auci evolution
with that shown by Alien et al. (1997). We have also (ione sl)ectral analyses of lJKhIO
}viucls and potelltial vorticity (PV) calculate(i from the UKh40 ciata, an(i tratls~)ort
calculations initialized with UKh40 I’V.
The transport cc)cie is dmcribecl by Orsolini (1995); the abi]ity of this model to
sitnulate high-resolution tracer fiel(is ancl stllaii-scaie structure such as filatneutation in
those fielcls has previously been ciemoustratcd [e. g., orsoliui et ai. 1997 anti references
t llercin). It is used here on a Gaussian g’106 gri[i, giving N1 .125° resolution, an(i is run
on iudivifiwd isentro~)ic surfaces that arc: of illtercst. m} a(ivecting will(is are froIIl
tile LJKM() analyses, interlmlate(l to tlic ap[)rol)riatc~ ist’lltro[)ic sllrfaccw anti tllc Illo[icl

grid. Since the calculations are iscntropic, and since, in the polar mid(lle and upper
stratosphere at this time, diabatic ciescent rates are relatively large (e.g., hIanney et
al. 1994), we do not expect to quantitatively reproduce the observecl fields w’ith the
,

transport calculations, but only to examine the ability of these calculations to reproduce
the general features of the t~ansport of the tracers by traveling planetary scale waves.
Transport calculations and spectral analyses arecione for 24-day periods, starting
on 14 Aug 1992 for calculations with MLS H20, ancl on 17 Aug 1992 for CL.4ES C114;
each starting date is the first complete clay on which data from that instrument are
available at high southern latitudes in that observing period. For spect[al analyses and
Ilovmoller plots, we have samplecl the output of the transport calculations once daily at
12 UT, ccmsistent with the olxervecl fields.

3. Results

a. Overview
To first orcler, assuming linear wave theory, the amplitude of a wave in a passive
tracer trausporteci by horizontal motions goes as:

where p’ and v’ are the amplitudes of sillusoidally varying wave components of
Inixing ratio ancl meridional velocity, respectively, with wavenumber k ancl phase speecl
c (see, e.g., Allen et al. (1997), cxluatic)lls 8 and 9). Thus, we }vould expect to see ~vaves
atn])lify in the tracer field where (ti – c) is small, tile aln~)litude of tile perturbation
itl the meridional velocity is large, and the zc)tlal n]can tracer mixing ratio exhibits
significant meridional graclients. Fi.gllre 2 shows cross-sections of }120 and CH4 mixing
ratios Jvith contours c)f zonal mean wind ovctlaid, avmagcxl over 4 days [lear the middle
of the tillle ]wriocl we are considering. In latr wi]ltcr tllc ]wak ill hII,S IIZ() in the p o l a r
rcgiolls is near 2

hrh, aIld 1120

shows significarltj Ilf)rizolltal trwcr gt’iL(li(!lltS at Iligll
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latitudes only above about 1.5 hPa. III contrast, CLAES ClI., shows strong horizontal
gradients at high latitucles only below about 2 hPa. ml~~ phase speed of a wal’e with a
4-clay period is about 40 m/s at 70°S and about 65 m/s at 55°S, so there arc regions
,

near these latitudes over a broacl vertical range for which (n – c) is small. Figure 3
shows ES/N for UKMO meridional winds at 1800 ancl 1400 K, for time series begiuuing
on 14 Aug and 17 Au,g, respectively, indicating a strong signal with a period near 4
days and a cloul.de-peaked structure in latitucle at 1800 K and a signal at 1400 K with
a period near 4 days at high latitudes and somewhat longer periocls (near 5-7 clays) at
~50°- 60°s.
Figure 4 shows ES/N for H20 and CHd at 72°S as a function of pressure, for time
series begin nirlg on 14 August ant] 17 August, respectively. As suggested by the above
general arguments, lIZO shows a signal with a period near 4 clays at levels above about
1.5 hF’a and CH4 shows a signal with a period near 4 days at about 3 hPa, and longer
periocl (5-1 O clays) signals belo}v.

b. Water Vapor
l’he UKMO wincls become sc)mewhat noisy in the to]) few levels for l~hich they
are available, above about 1 hPa (Swinballk atlcl O’Neill 1994). We therefore chose to
S

run trausport calculations initialized with 11 20 at 1800 K (N1.5 hPa at 800 to 1 llPa
at 50° S), which is the highest level for which we feel the wincls are sufficiently reliable.
I’igurc 5 com])ares IZS/N for hlLS 1120 at 1800 K with that for a transl)ort calculation
initialized with NII,S 1120 on 14 Aug 1992. ‘lllIC observed 4-clay wave signal sholvs strong
peaks near 72°S and 56°S. While the signal from the trausport calculation shows much
more latitudinal structure (recall that the trausl)ort calculation has W1.125° resolution,
as op])osed to 4° for the griclded NILS data), there are dist, illct peaks near 72° atld
56° S corrcsponditlg to those sm’11 itl tllc ol)servatiolls. .-\t I(nver latitudes, the olmrved
at~(l calculated signals do not agree as well. A silllilar trallslmrt calc{ll{atioll lvas flolle
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for this ~mriod for an idealized tracer ( “I’ V-tracer” ) }Yhose initial mixing ratio was t hc
UKNIO PV at 1800 K on 14 Aug 1992; s]wctral analyses of UKMO PV and trans])orte(i
PV-tracer at 1800 K show 13S/N patterns very similar to those seen in H20, with peaks
,

of about 4-day periods at w72”S and 40°S.
Figure 6comparest inle-longitucle (Hovmoller) plots of wave 1, and wave 1 filtered
for 2.9 6.4 d periods, for observed and transported IIZO at 1800 K. The overall
agreement between the observed and calculated fields is fairly good near the Legitlnitlg of
the transport calculation (as expected) and after about 25 Aug 1992; the observed and
calculated wave 1 phases agree well after 25 August, and a fast eastward-moving feature
is readily apparent in the full wave 1 fields around 30 Aug- 1 Sep 1992, with a more
slowly eastward-moving feature amplifying after that time. q’he filtered fielcls show good
agreement in the 4-day wave features, in that the phase is nearly identical for each, ancl
the time evolution is similar, with maximum alnplitucles between about 25 ancl 30 Aug
1992, after which time amplitudes decrease slowly. The maximum amplitudes seen iu
the transport, calculation are similar to those observed. Coml)arison to I]ovmoller ])lots
of the 4-day wave in temperature (e. g., Allen et al. 1997) and meridiollal velocity shows
that the 4-day wave in IIZO is 90° out of ])hase with the perturbation in meridional
velocity and in phase with the temperature perturbation; this is consistent }vith the
relations]lips found by Hartmanll atld CIarcia (1979) for transport by plal Letary scale
waves of a dynamically -controlleci tracer in a qllasi-geostrophic model.
Figure 7 shows an eight-clay sequcncc of rnal)s of observed and transported IIzO
fields at 1800 K, for 29 August 5 Septmnlmr. At ttle bcgirlning of this period, the 4-day
w’avc is the dominant feature (Figure 6); at the cnd of this period, the S1OW1JF mo~’ing
and quasi-stationary wave 1 components alll~)lify atld are in ])llasc around 5 Se])tetllber,
lcaditlg to a very large total wave 1 altl])lit~l[lc (1’’ishlx’ill et al. 1993). Alt]lougll tllc
a])lx:arance of the plots is so[l]ewhat (lifit’[cllt, (111(! to tile iligll resollltioll of tllc tralwl)ort
calclllations atld tllc lmv resolution of tlllr olx+Irvc{l fielfls, tllc full ficl(ls agwc \Yell ill
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the genera] shape and position of the polar’ vortex, atld ill the tongues of }Iigh 1120 that
are drawn up around the vortex (e. g., 011 4 and 5 s~~) 1992). Generally slightly higher
H*O in the transport calculations inside the vortex is consistent with the isent,ropic
(

calculations, since at this time and level diabatic descent is strongest insicle the vortex;
since vertical H20 gradients are also relatively strong there (Figure 2), lowwr H20 is
transported to this level by processes that wwc not included in the calculations. At
this time and level, the 4-ctay wave is the strongest signal in the field; after this time, a
Inore slowly moving wave 1 feature amplifies (e.g., Figure 6 and Fishbein et al. (1993)).
During the first 5-6 days shown in Figure 7, when the 4-day wave is the dominant
feature at this level, the, entire vortex rotates with an ~4-day periocl. At the end of
this period (3- 5 September), the 4-day wave is still present, although its amplitude is
clecreasing (Figure 6); however, the amplifying slowly moving and quasi-stationary wave
1 features become. dominant.
Plots of the wave 1 component filterecl for 2.9 6.4 day periods for the last 4 days of
the period shown in l’i.gure 7 (Figure 8) show a generally double-peakecl structure in the
4-clay wave 1 field, with the ])hasc agreeing very well at high latitudes, but somewhat
less well as latitude decreases. ‘1’he main feature of disagreement is the sudden phase
change that is seen at about 50°S in the observed 4-day wave, }vhich is largely absent in
the transport calculations. At this latitude, however, the atnplitudc of the 4-clay wave
is small in both calculated and observed fields, so this difference does not lead to a
significant disagrm!mc!nt in the tracer fields.

c. Methane
Transport calculations for Cl I., were run at 1400 K and 1100 K, where zonal mean
CII,I snows strong gradiellts at high latitudes (I;i.gllrc 2) atld there were sig[lificant wave
1 siglmls at 72°S (Figure 4). Figure 9 colnlmres spectral allalyscs for observc!d and
ca]cu]atml CII,l at 1400 I{. Altllollgll t]lor(! arc SO1ll(’ rcgiolls of (iiSilgl(X!tll( ’Ilt (])i~rtictllarly
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near 50°S), both fields show signals wittl periods neat 5-10 days at latitudes fronl al)out
76°S to 60°S, a wry slowly moving signal south of N72”S, and a signal with d-day

period near 70°S. Analyses of CIIJ and transported CH1 at 1100 K show very similar
, features, but with a stronger slowly moving wave 1 signal, and less 4-day wave signal.
Figure 10 shows Hovmoller plots of the complete wave 1 field in CHq at 1400 K and 72°S,
and wave 1 filtered for 2.9- 6.4 day periods, from observations and calculations. The
strong slowly moving wave 1 signal that amplifies after about 2 September is apparent
in both fields, with the same phase ancl approximately the same period. Figure 10 shows
that the phase and amplitude of the 4-day wave agree WCII between calculations and
observations, but the transported 4-day wave in CH4 amplifies slightly later than the
observed feature. As was the case with 1120 at 1800 K, spectral analyses and Hovmoller
plots of PV at 1400 K show very similar signals to those in (311 4.
Figure 11 shows Hovmbller plots of wave 1 at 1100 K and 68°S in observed ancl
transported CH4. At this latitucle and level, the small amplification of the slowly moving
~iave 1 near 25 August noted by I“ishhc!itl et al. (1993) is a])l)arcnt, as well as the large
wave 1 amplification event near 5 September. Figures 9, 10 and 11 all indicate a stronger
stationary or very slowly moving wave 1 comporlent in tile transport calculations than
in the observations.
Figure 12 shows a sequence of maps of CLAES CII.l at 1400 K froln observations
and calculations for 2-5 September (the last 4 days shown for 1120 at 1800 K in Figure 7,
days chosen to be after those for which CI. AFXl data \verc missing), shofving good
agrecvnent in the sha~)e and ])osition of the vortex. Ovcrall higher values for material
that is drawn up around the vortex in the transport calculation ate ])robahly due to
the abscncc of diabatic descf!nt in that calculatlioll, sirlce dial)atic descent is strong at
this tithe, and tcl]ds to bc strolqy:st along the vortex e(lge on the side where material is
bci[)g drawn up (e.g., hlallllcy et al. 1994). I1wIw(tioll of diat)atic Ileatillg rates SI1OWS

shown in Figure 2) and outside the vortex on t~le side where hig]l CH,l is dra}vn u])
(wllerc vertical CHt gradients arc strong, as sllo}vn in Figure 2). This pattcrll lvith
greater differences between observations and calculations in the regions of high CH.l
, probably contributes to the appearance of larger ~vave 1 amplitudes in the calculations.
In contrast to the pattern at 1800 K in lIzO (Figure 7), the vortex is larger at 1400 K
and the rotation of the vortex itself has a long ~wriod, N1O-15 clays. A faster rotation of
the material wit}]in the vortex can be seen in the maps from the transport calculations
(and, albeit less clearly, in t]le observed maps) during the first three days shown here.
The slowly-moving wave 1 is amplifying at the end of this period, and becomes the
dominant signal over all high latitudes.
Figure 13 shows similar maps of C114, but at 1100 K. The ovmall behavior is very
similar to that at 1400 K, with rapidly rotating material inside a more slowly moving
vortex. The sIowIy moving wave 1 is weaker at this level on 2 September, and builds up
gradually. Comparison of Fi.g;urcs 12 and 13 thus shows a westward and equatorwatd tilt
of the vortex with ileight during the anl~Jlific.atioll of the slowly moving wave 1 feature.
Comparison with Figure 7 sholvs, most Iloticcal)ly ill the transport calculations on 2
and 3 September, that the smaller rapidly moving vortex at 1800 K is approximately in
phase with the rapidly moving material in the inner vortex at tho lower levels; that is,
the 4-clay wave during this period does not show a phase tilt ~vith hcigllt. As the slowly
moving wave 1 amplifies (e.g., 3 September), wc see the wwtward and equator~vard tilt
of the vortex extend up throllgh 1800 K. At 1100 K, tllc iIltellsificatioll of tile anticyclollc
discussed by L,ahoz et al. (1996a) can tm clearly SCCI1, and the coiling of material in the
anticyclone is apparent in the transport calculations. As noted by Lahoz et al. (1996a),
this anticyclonc progresses eastward, with tllo eastward progression slowing and its
i]ltcnsity decreasing as it reaches the datclillc.

1.3

d. Discussion
13ccausc, as is apparent in 1+’ig(lrc 2, the structure of the tracers }IzO and C}I.I is
such that a strong signal from transl}ort by eastward Inoving waves is ex])ected (and
,

appears, Figure. 4) only over a limited range of levels, it is somewhat clifflcult to get a
clear picture of the three-dimensional structure of the wave motions. To clarify this, we
look at the observed evolution of UKhIO PV; as noted above, spectral analyses of PV
and transported PV-tracer show very similar signals to those of }120 and C114, but since
PV has strong horizontal gradients over the entire range of attitudes shown, all of the
features cliscussecl above can be seen in PV. WC show the tllree-dil~lerlsio[lal evolution of
the wave features by presenting fielcls c)f PV scalecl in “vorticity units” (e. g., Dunkerton
ancl I)elisi 1986) as clcscribecl in detail by Manr;ey et al. (1994), so as to have a similar
range of values at all levels. Figure 14 shows a six-clay sequence of the cleparture of
scaled PV from the zonal mean, as a func:tion of potential temperature, arounc] the 72°S
longitude circle, with the wave ] cornponcmt of this ecldy inciicatecl in t]lc! backgrouncl.
As can bc secll froln Figures 7, 12 atld 13, this cuts throug]l tllc ~c)rtex edge at the
highest levels shown, and throug’h the itlncr vortex material at the lower levels. An
approximately 4-day motion c)f wave 1 can k seen at all levels above 400 K in the first
five days shown. This motion is the clominant signal at the higllcst levels at the end of
August, as is apparent from comparing the wave 1 and full ecldy fields (although there
are significant features at higher wavellutnbers). At the lowest levels sho~vn, a slowly
moving or stationary wave 1 is t}le strongest feature throughout the ~)eriod; this feature
only becomes obvious at the higllcst levels in t]l(? last few days sholvn.
-4

Figure 15 shows isosurfaccs of the 1.2 x 10 s-l scaled I)V contollr for tllc same
six days. In contrast to Figure 1-1, whic]l showed the cwollltion along a latitude circle,
tl]is shmvs ap~)roximatcly tllc evollltioll of the vortex, .sitlcc at all levels shotvll tllc 1.2
~ 1~--’l s--l contollr is itl tile rcgioll of strong PV gra(licllts (Icltlarki[lg tllc vortex mlge.
W(I call see Illore clearly hero that,

iit tll(’ tol), tll(’

clltirc Vot’t(’X (wtlicil ll;lS altoil(ly

t)ceu Crodcd to Soxnc degree at these lev(!ls, and is thus slllallcr alld wcalwr than the
mid-winter upper stratospheric vortex (e. g., Manney et al. 1994)) rotates }vith a 4-day
period, while at the lower levels it is nearly stationary. Fisllbein et al. (1993) showed
I

~10-clay and quasi-stationary wave 1 features interfering constructively near 25 August
and 5 September, leading to a small amplification of wave 1 around 25 August and a
large amplification around 5 September. ‘1’hc first of these events can been seen in in
IIovnlollcr plots of CHA at 1100 K (Figure 11). The large wave 1 amplification around
5 September is seen at levels throughout the stratosphere. At 1800 K, the 4-clay wave
existed prior to the first of these amplifications (Figure 6) and comprises at least four
cycles. The 4-clay rotation around the pole appears clearly before about 3 September
and is not masked by the displacement of tile vortex off the pole clue to slowly moving
waves associated with anticyclogenesis (Figures 6, 7, 14 and 15). The large ~vavc 1
amplification near 5 September is linked to tllc genesis of a strong anticyclone, as shown
by I,ahoz et al. (1996). By about 3 September, this anticyclone spans tllc range of levels
studied; it propagates slowly casttvarcl (Figllres 7, 12 atld 13), ancl clecays as it reactlm
the dateline (Figures 6, 10 and 11; Lalloz et al. (1996a)).
The behavior of PV shown in Figures 14 ancl 15 demonstrates more clearly tile
evolution that is apparent i]l tllc tracers 1120 and C114. At the highest levels studied,
where the late winter vortex has been somewhat eroded and is relatively small, the
entire vortex rotates }vith a 4-clay period at ttlc tilnc of maxilnunl 4-day wave am~)litucle,
while at lower levels, the 4-day ~notion is confillcd within the vortex. Bo\vnlan and
Chen (1994) and Orsolini and Silnoll (1995) found, itl idealized studies of transport by
barotropically unstable waves like the 4-day wwve, that Illixing by tllesc waves ~vas in
gmcral confined inside the polar vortex. Their results a~)pcar qualitatively similar to
the situation we have sccu at the lower levels. Sitlcc tllcir sil[lulatiotw wclc for strong,
Illi(l\\’illt[’r-lik[: vortices, our results frol[l ol)s(’tvat,iolls a]ld tratwlwrt calculatio[w using
ol)scrved will(ls a])pcar to collfirl]l thosr rcslllts sllo~villg t h a t tll(! effc(’ts of tratls~mrtl
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by the: 4-day wave were confiIiect wi hill tile vortex. In contrast, wc have SCCIL that

at 1800 K the entire vortex rotates with a 4-day period, and further examination of
observed and transported 11 20 maps such as those in Figure 7 indicates that during
,

the time when the 4-ctay wave is dominant, material is being drawn off the vortex edge
and mixed into micl-]atitudes. This ty]je of behavior has not been seen in idealized
simulations (although Orsolini auct Simon (1995) showecl some mixing between the
vortex and its edge during wave decay). This is probably because situations with a
small and somewhat weakened vortex such as that at 1800 K in late austral winter 1992
have not been examined. In addition, the observed and simulated behavior shown here,
in the presence of other wave features, exhibits a ciegree of complexity that would not
be expected in simulations of the 4-clay wave ixl isolation.
The 4-day wave is gencra]ly thought to originate via instability (e.g., hlanncy ancl
Ranc]el 1994 and references therein), in many cases primarily Larotropic instability.
Allen et al. (1997) showed that the necessary conditions for instability were inclecc]
fulfilled during the time period stucliecl here. q’heir results, the confinement of the 4-clay
}vave to the upper stratosphere aud lower mesosphcrc (as noteci in previous stuclies),
ancl the lack of phase tilt with height of the 4-clay wave shown here suggest that in this
~)criod the mechanism is primarily barotropic instability. However, as shown above,
the situatiou cluring this pcriocl is ncnwr that c)f a sinl])le unstable wave growing on a
zonally-symlnetric basic state. As well as tile slowly moving and cluasi-stationary wave
1 features ctiscussecl above, a relatively strong, slowly east~trar(l-ltlo~itlg wave 2 amplified
around 23 August and 3 Se])tclnbcr (although its an]~)litude was newer over about half
t Ilc maximum reached by wave 1); this ty]w of wa~c 2 feature is common ill the austral
late \vitlter and spring (e.g., Mauney et al. 1991). Manncy ct al. (1989) showed t h a t
the prcsencc! of waves rwwlnblillg those ty~)ically olwrved in tl[e stratosrj]lerc could
lmve a Inarkcd eflcct on tile stability of tile stl;ltos])ll(’li( ]mlar Iligllt jet. 111 ~)articular,
t Il(:y follll(l t]lat, w]lilc a slowly lllovill~ or St:ltiO1lilly w’av(! 1 di(l not I]latrrially afl(’(:t
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the stability of IIlodcs Iescr[lbling the 4-day lvave, a slmvly eilst~vtlr(l-r~lovirlg wave 2
of very modest amplitude could ixl fact considerably destabilize such INodes. ‘1’hey
also foulld that if a mocle resembling the klay wave were already present, it could
1

leacl to further amplification of quasi-nollclispersive features moving with the same
phase speeds. We can see (Figures 6 and 10) that the 4-clay wave amplified earlier at
higher altitudes; resonant type behavior such as that found in the theoretical stuclies of
hflanney et al. (1989) could contribute to the subsecluent amplification at lcnver altitudes.
IIecause of the variety of wave activity present cluring August and September 1992, such
considerations are undoubtedly important in determining the observed life-cycle of the
4-clay wave.

4. Summary
We have examined UARS tracer data ancl isentropic transport calculations
initialized with these clata for eviclence of eastwarcl-traveling waves in the polar upper
stratos~)llcre in late Austral ~vi~itcr 1992. S~jectral atlalyscs c)f M1, S 1120 from prototy~)c
iterative retrievals indicate a 4-clay wave signal itl 1120, at lCVCIS from WI .5- 0.1 hPa.
At levels below ~1.5 hPa, horizontal H20 graclicmts are weak in high latitucles, so a
signal that is proclucwl mainly by horizontal trans])ort woulcl not be cxpectcd. The
4-clay wave in H20 at, 1800 K (w1- 1.5 hl)a) has a double-peakecl structure in latituclc,
with maximum amplitudes near 72°S atld 56° S. A 4-day u’avc signal }vas not obvious
in production retrievals of hII,S HZO. Iscmtropic trans~)ort calculations initialized ~~~itll
MLS 1120 reproduce a clouble-pe,aked structure, ~vitll maxilna at a~)])roximately the same
latitudes. mlc) time evolutioll, atnplitudc ancl phase of the 4-day wave in the transport
calculations agree well with those ill observations at, lligll-latitlldcs. Equator\\fard of
~50° S, the? observation shoiv a s(ld{lcrl phase (.]li~tlg(’ Jvhich is llot reproduced in the
calc Ulati Oils; t,llis occurs, l]ofvcverl at, a Iatitll(lr Jvllrrc tile 4-(l:ly \va\’c ar[ll)litllclc is
Slllilll. “1’lIC! cnwrall qualitative ag’r(’(!lIlcllt, 1)( ’t}v(’(’11 tll(’ fllll IIz() fi(’l(ls ill (Iill(; lllilt iolis all(l
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observations at 1800 K is good, }vith tllc ])osition and shape of the polar vortex and of
tongues of higher HzO drawn up around the vortex reproduced by the calculations.
CLAES CH4 observations show strong horizontal gradients at high latitudes below
N2 hPa, and spectral analysis of CH4 shows a 4-day wave feature bctwmn -4 and
2 hPa and eastward-traveling wave features with periods of 5-10 clays below about
3 hPa. Transport calculations initialized with CII.I show a sitnilar eastward-traveling
signal, with good agreement between the phase of observed and calculated fields. The
transport calculations show a stronger stationary component than the observed CHd,
and, as in H20, disagreement at lower latitudes where fast-moving wave amplitudes are
small. There is agreement of the position of the vortex and of tongues of high CH4
drawn up around the vortex in observed and transported fields.
Several factors may influence the lack of quantitative agreement between
observations and calculations. Diabatic descent rates are relatively large in the polar
middle and upper stratosphere at this time, so the inclusion of only horizontal motions
in tllc transport calculations leads us to cx~)cwt soltle differences. Also, the coarse
horizontal resolution of the observed fields leads to differences in detail, as small or
Ilarrow features seen in the tratlsport calculations, even were they present in the real
atmos])here, might be missed by the sampling pattern of the satellite instruments.
Different relatively small scale features will be salnpled by the satellite instrutnellts
on different days, clependin.g on their location with respect to the sanl~)lillg pattern;
thus, the NILS and CLAJ3S initialization fields may include some, but not all, of the
relatively small-scale structure that is prcsmlt in the atl Ilospherc. l’inally, in any
transport calculation, the accuracy of tile advecti[lg fvillds is problematic and difficult
to assess quantitatively. Sonic previous translmrt calculatiolis using UKIv10 lvillds
sllo~v agreement I)ctwce[l observe{] an(l (“alClllilt(!(l tracers that is relatively poor in
ll~itl-latitudw+ (outside tile vort,cx , away frolll its wig(I) (e. g., Nlallncy et al. 1995).
I)esl)it(! soIne lmints o f (]isagree[tlcllt ]Jctw’(!ell ()]MII’vc(I a[l(] (’alcllhltc!(] fiel(ls, t]lc
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transport calculations were successful in qualitatively rcl)roducing the phase mld time
evolution of high-latitude eastt!filtcl-tral~elirlg waves in the polar u~)])er stratosphere
in late southern winter 1992. This succcss indicates that the UKh10 winds used
for the transport calculations are .gcnerally reliable in this region, anti that the
eastward-traveling wa~’e features identified in the hlIS H20 and CIJAES CHa originate
to a large extent from horizontal transport ]Jrocmscs.
The observed and transported tracer fielcls at the various levels stucliecl show
t}lree-dimensional evolution of the 4-day wave in relation to the polar vortex that is
consistent with the evolution of PV at this time. At the highest levels, near 1800 K, the
vortex is small and weakened in late winter, and the entire vortex rotates with a 4-day
period at the peak of the 4-day wave amplitude; at 1800 K, material is drawn off the
vortex edge and mixed into mid-latitudes during this pcriocl, suggesting that the 4-day
wave in this situation is an important factor in vortex/extra-vortex mixing. At lower
levels (w1 400 K and below), the 4-day rotation is confined to material in the inner part
of a large, strong vortex, which rotates with a much slower ~)eriod.
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Figure 1. Eastward moving sig[ml-to-lloisc ratio (the ratio of eastward-moving variance to
noise variance, ES/N) from 24-clay tix[w series of UKMO temperature and Version 4 MLS
ozone beginning on 14 Aug 1992, both interpolated to the 1800 K isentropic surface. The
‘ light and dark shading shows the coherence squared at the 95% and 9970 confidence levels,
respectively.

Figure 2. Zonal-mean, time-mean MLS 1120 (top) and CLAIM CH1 (bottom) for 28-31 Aug

1992, with contours of UKMO zonal wind overlaid.
Figure 3. ES/N for 24-day time series of UKMO meridional wincl, at 1800 K beginning on 14

Aug 1992 (top) and at 1400 K beginning ON 17 Au.g 1992 (bottom). Shacling is as itl Figure 1.

Figure 4. ES/N at 72°S for 24-day time series of MLS H20 beginning on 14 Aug 1992 (top)
and CLAIM CH4 beginning on 17 Aug 1992 (bottom). Shading is as in Figure 1.

Figure 5. ES/N at 1800 K for 24-day time series be.gitlllitg on 14 Aug 1992 of observed MI.S
1120 (top) and H20 from a trans]]ort calculation initialized with MLS H20 on 14 Aug 1992
(bottom). Shading is as in Figure 1.

Figure 6. Time-longitude (Hovm611er) plots at 72° S of wave 1 in 1120 fronl L!I,S observations
(left) and transport calculations (right), s]lowing total wave 1 ficlcl (top) atld wave 1 filtered for
2.9 6.4 day periods (bottom). Collt,our interval on to]) is 0.05 I)I)mv, on bottonl, 0.016 pI)IIIV.
Negative values are shaded.

Figure 7. Maps of H20 (ppmv) at 1800 K for 29 Aug- 5 Sep 1992 from hfLS observations
(top) and transport calculatiolls (bottom). ‘1’llc l)rojcct,ion is ortllogra~)llic, with 0° longitude
at tile top and 90°13 to the rigtlt; tllc outer e(lge is at 46° S, wittl dashed lines every 10° latitude
and longitude. Contour itltcrval is 0.1 p~)t[lv, with (liltk s}laflillg froltl 4.8 5.6 I)I)IIIV all(l light
slmlillg frol~l 5.7 6.5 I)])ltlv.
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Figure 8. Maps of wave 1 in H20 (ppxnv) filtered for 2.9 6.4 day periods at 1800 K for 2-5
Scp 1992 (the last four days shown it) Figure 7) from MLS observation (top) and transport
calculations (bottom). Layout is as in Figure 7. Negative values are shaded.
Figure 9. ES/N at 1400 K for 24-day time series beginning on 17 Aug 1992 of observed CI,AES
CH~ (top) and CH4 from a transport calculation itlitialized with CLAES C114 on 17 Aug 1992
(bottom). Shading is as in Figure 1.
Figure 10. Time-longitude (Hovmoller) plots at 1400 K and 72°S of wave 1 in CH4 from

CLAES observations (left) and transport calculations (right), showing total wave 1 fielcl (top)
and wave 1 filtered for 2.9- 6.4 day perioc!s (bottom). (;ontour interval on top is 0.036 ppmv,
on bottom, 0.010 ppmv. Negative values are shaded.
Figure 11. Time-longitude (Hovmoller) plots at 1100 K and 68° S of wave 1 in CH4 f r o m
CLAES observations (left) and transport calculations (right). CoI~tour interval is 0.04 ppmv.
Negative values are shaded.
Figure 12. Maps of C114 (ppmv) at 1400 K for 2-5 Scp 1992 from CLAES obscrvatiol~s (top)

and transport calculations (bottom). Layout is as in Figure 7. Contour interval is 0.05 ppmv,
with dark shading from 0.2-0.45 ppmv ami light shading from 0.75- 1.3 pprnv.
Figure 13. As in Figure 11, but at 1100 K. Contour interval is 0.08 ppmv, with dark shading
is from 0.2-0.56 ppmv and light shading from 0.96 1.6 I)pmv.
Figure 14. Cross-sections as a function of ~)otcntial temperature around 72°S of the de])arture
of scaled PV (calculated frol~l UKMO data) from tllc zonal mcatl (contours), for 28 Aug- 2
Se]) 1992. Contour itlterval is 0.1 x 10--4 s-l; dashed lines indicate negative values. In the
Background is the wave 1 component of the eddy, with a 0.25 x 10-4 s -l coxltour itlterval, and
light grcy and white represct~titlg ]lcgativc values.
Figure 15. ‘1’iltlc sequence of tile 1.2 x 1(1 -- ” s-- 1 isosurfacc of UKMO PV for 28 Aug 2 Se~)
1992, showtl from 1100 to 1900 K.
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